
FAQs       Course Selection Frequently Asked Questions 

 

 

Q.  What is MCHS Core and UC “A-G”? 

A. “A-G” requirements are the UC/CSU four-year college entrance requirements. For more information on “A-

G” visit: http://www.ucop.edu/doorways/ 

 MCHS Core Course Experiences are an expected course pattern for all Sundevils. Students who complete this 

course pattern will have an enriched high school experience and will maximize opportunities/choices after 

graduation.  MC Core Course Experiences include HS Graduation requirements, A-G requirements, at least one 

Career Technical Ed (CTE) course and at least one AP course.  

Q.  Should I take 2 or 3 trimesters of math?   

A.  Aside from moving further ahead in math, the advantage of 3 trimesters of math is keeping your math brain 

engaged, making it easier to pick up where you left off. 

 

Q.  Do I need a foreign language to graduate high school?   

A.  No, but most 4 year colleges require 2 years of the same language; and many recommend 3 years. 

 

Q.  I took Spanish in middle school does that count?   

A.  Middle school coursework does not generate high school credit, nor is it recorded on the high school 

transcript.  However, one year of Middle School Spanish does count towards meeting the A-G requirement for 

Language other than English. 

 

Q. What is considered a lab science?   

A.  All the science courses offered at MCHS are lab sciences and meet the UC “D” requirement. 

 

Q.  What are the “typical” fundamental science classes needed if students want to attend a 4 year college 

after high school?   

A.  Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 

 

Q.  Do I need to take two levels of the same class to meet the UC “F” requirement?   

A.  Not necessarily, but the two classes must be in the same discipline (and preferably the same subject, like 

Drama 1-2). In some situations, if students have a level one in the same type of course (like Drama 1 and Choir 

1 can meet the requirement since Drama and Choir are both in the Performing Arts discipline, or Design Mixed 

Media 1 and Photography 1 because they are both in the Visual Arts discipline.  

 

Q.  Does Dance Props fulfill the “F” Visual and Performing Arts requirement or the PE requirement? 

A.  Yes, Dance Props (Color Guard/Tall Flags) is a “F” Performing Arts elective, and the required fall trimester of 

Marching PE fulfills a trimester of PE. 

 

 

http://www.ucop.edu/doorways/


Q.  I’m not interested in the “G” courses offered, how do I meet the “G” requirement?   

A.  Any “A–F” classes taken beyond the minimum required will count as “G” electives.  For example a fourth 

year of math, a third year of science or foreign language or a second year of any visual or performing arts 

electives. 

 

Q.  If I got a “D” or “F” in a class, do I have to repeat it?     

A.  YES!! See your Counselor.  Counselors will also have the course numbers necessary for you to re-enter those 

classes. 

 

Q.  What should I know about the PUSD Virtual High School Online classes? Are they hard?  How do I know 

if I am a good candidate to take an online class? 

A.  The PUSD Virtual classes are a great choice for students who are independent and good at balancing 

various responsibilities.   In the absence of a daily classroom contact with a teacher, students have to be very 

responsible and proactive with their questions/concerns about the assignments and curriculum in the online 

classes. Students shouldn’t take an online course for a subject that they struggle with.   

 

FAQs specific to online course entry 
 

Q.  When I search by Course Title there are so many of the same course listed, how do I know the right one? 

A. DO NOT SEARCH BY TITLE.  Only search by entering the course numbers from your CRW. 

 

Q.  When entering my courses online there is a place for Alternates.  What do I do? 

A.  You may enter a second choice for ELECTIVES ONLY.  For example: if Photography 1 is your first choice 

elective, input course number 000872   as one of your 15.  Enter the course number of your second choice and 

select “ADD ALTERNATE.”   Alternates do NOT count as part of your 15 total course selections! 

 

Q.  I keep seeing a red “Pre-Req not met” warning…can I still sign up for the class? 

A.  Yes, it’s a warning.  In most cases, students are currently enrolled in the pre requisite.  See your Counselor 

for questions 
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